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Accessories and Options

Accessories allow you to modify your desk with casters, keyboard trays, CPU racks, and other items 
to add comfort and convenience.  Be sure to ask about the accessories when ordering, since not all 

accessories are compatible with all of our furniture.

KBD-100 
Pullout Keyboard Drawer

KBD-110 
Pullout Keyboard Drawer & Mouse Surface 

KBD-120 (pictured)                                                
Pullout Keyboard Drawer, Mouse Surface, & 
Pencil Tray

This drawer features a palm rest, and multi-
position keyhole mounting brackets that allow 
a variety of heights of installation. Ball bearing 
slides for easy opening and closing. Keyboard 
platforms will reduce leg space under desks.

KBT-300

Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad

Simply lift the keyboard tray to desired 
height, press down to lock into place and 
within seconds your keyboard is at the 
perfect height. A tilt mechanism has been 
added for maximum wrist comfort. This tray 
is constructed from all steel and features 3 
zones of comfort for unique height settings. 
Keyboard platforms will reduce leg space 
under desks.

DTCPU-200 
Stationary CPU Rack

Our in-house made secure CPU holder 
elevates your computer providing more floor 
and workspace. It is constructed from a sturdy 
12 gauge steel mount that attaches to the 
side of a cabinet holding the CPU in place 
with Velcro straps.  CPU holder will reduce leg 
space under desks.

DTFPMA-100 
Flat Screen Monitor Arm

Simple adjustment with 360 degree swivel 
and extended arm, makes this an easy, and 
cost effective choice. Model includes both 
clamp and grommet mount.

DXMA-100 (Single Monitor)

DXMA-200 (Double Monitor)

DXMA-300 (Triple Monitor)   
  
Our deluxe line of multi-pivot monitor arm 
components are made of aluminum alloy 
castings that have a stylish look and feel. 
Optimize your viewing angle, focal depth and 
monitor height with a wide range of motion.  
Comes standard with a sturdy clamp mount. 

LTD-500 
Locking Laptop Drawer (pictured)

LTD-538 
Locking Laptop Drawer with Mouse Pad

This is a safe storage area for oversized 
laptops and notebooks.  Constructed from 
16 gauge metal in a standard black finish. 
Ball bearing, 16" full extension drawer slides 
for smooth rolling action and spacious cord 
management. Locking mechanism mounts 
on either the right or left side, 2 keys are 
included. Drawer platforms will reduce leg 
space under desks.

DTCPU-400 
Swivel/Slide CPU Holder

The swivel CPU rack attaches to the underside 
of a work surface and accommodates most 
towers. A locking steel clamp secures the CPU 
into place on all sides. The CPU slides in and 
out on a glide track that can support up to 
45 lbs. This CPU can rotate 360 degrees for 
access to the rear of the CPU.  CPU holder will 
reduce leg space under desks.

PD-200 (pictured)                
Pencil and Paper Drawer

This pencil drawer is 22.75"W x 21"D.  Made 
with ball bearing metal glides and a multi-
compartment plastic base. Drawer will limit 
leg space under desks.

PD-100 
Drop-In Pencil Tray

The 5 compartment plastic organizer tray 
drops into an existing drawer.  Dimensions are 
13"W x 5.75"D x 1"H.

PD-300    
Locking Pelican Drawer

This locking pelican drawer is 19.25"W x 
23.75"D.  Its front section features a multi-
compartment organizer.  The rear section has 
a 10"D compartment perfect for securing 
a laptop, tablet, purse, or other valuables. 
Drawer will reduce leg space under desks.
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COM-200 (pictured) 
Surface Comport Mount

COM-300 
Edge Comport Mount

The communication mounts are a simple 
solution for power and data access. 2 power 
receptacles and choice of RJ45, RJ11, or 
USB data jacks. An Access door conceals 
receptacles when closed and conveniently 
slides out of site when open.

E-8W

Our multi-configuration 8 wire electrical 
system is a multi-circuit, 8 wire power system 
built for ultimate capacity and field reliability; 
a powerful solution that has become an office 
furniture industry standard.  

CSTR-4 
Stem Caster with Brake

Nylon casters offer designer styling combined 
with economy. Independent wheel rotation 
adds to its already high controlled mobility 
from deep pile carpeting to slick tile. 
Available in 4". 

AL-PR 
Mobile Parallel Straight Edge

Nylon rollers are mounted to the blade giving 
this straightedge frictionless movement. The 
rollers retract on touch, securing the blade for 
accurate drawing. Acrylic edges are elevated 
to prevent ink smears. Sized according to 
workstation drafting board.

AL-VB 
Green/Cream board covers

This Borco Board is the perfect stain-resistant 
work surface. Compass points, tacks and 
hard pencil impressions will not mar this 
VYCO-protected surface as a self-sealing will 
recover almost immediately. Preserves and 
protects the drawing surface and will not 
deteriorate, discolor or crack. Sized according 
to workstation drafting board.

PS-150M (Metal)

PS-150P (Plastic)    
     
6 Outlet Power Strip.  Lighted on/off switch 
and 15A breaker with reset.  UL listed.

REL-100 
Retractable Power Cord Reel

Getting power to your mobile carts just 
got easier. Our reel has a 30' retractable 
cord and 3 grounded outlets, rated at 
125V/10A/1250W.

PS-15USR 
Surge Protected Power Strip

The 12-outlet power strip features an 8' cord 
and a 4320 joule energy rating that provides 
superior power protection.  8 rotating and 4 
stationary surge-protected outlets provide 
convenience and flexibility; 1-in, 2-out RJ11 
telephone/fax surge protection and coaxial 
protection.

PA-48AL             
8 Outlet Power Apron   
     
Aluminium housing.  Lighted on/off switch 
and 15A breaker with reset.  Clamp mounted. 
UL listed.
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STRLED-18, 24, 36     

LED Task Lighting

Convenient energy saving task lighting options.  Metal body 
construction with on/off switch located on the fixture.  Light operates 
on 120v.  9' long power cord and mounting hardware included.  Comes 
in 18", 24", or 36" size options.

STRFLO-24, 36, 48 
Fluorescent Task Lighting

Easy to mount, these light strips come with an on/off switch and a white 
ribbed acrylic lens. Housing is metal with a white finish and has two 
mounting slots (mounting hardware included). Lights operate on 120 VAC. 
5' cord and three-prong plug are standard. Comes in 3 different sizes, 
24", 36", and 48".

PC Hanging Storage Cabinets

The PC hanging cabinets mount on the underside of the work surface 
for additional and secure storage.  Constructed of 18 gauge steel with 
ball bearing drawer glides.  Cylinder style locks are keyed alike and 
keep your contents safe and secure.  

Model Number Description Size
PC-5030  Single Door 16"W x 16"H x 20"D
PC-5330  Two Drawer 16"W x 16"H x 20"D
PC-5230  Three Drawer 16"W x 16"H x 20"D
PC-5130  Four Drawer 16"W x 16"H x 20"D

COM-200 - Data and Power Port
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Carrels 

Adding a carrel to our single stations is ideal for testing or training 
environments.  Several options are available to help fit your needs.  
The clear view plexi back option allows for teachers to visually monitor 
students during testing.  A keyboard holder can be attached to the 
inside of the privacy panel, giving students more room to write when 
not in use.  CPU holders can also be added.

Carrels are ordered as a complete assembly (Top, side panels and 
back panel).  Retrofitting an existing desk will require replacing the 
original top.
 
Available in 12", 18", and 24" heights.

Hutches

Hutches are great for open and concealed storage in a space saving 
vertical design.  Constructed from 3/4” laminate it will look great 
with any instructor station.  The hutches are offered with doors, just 
shelving or a combination of both.  Under cabinet lights and tack 
board panels can be added for additional options.  Just a few different 
ways to personalize your office to what suits your needs and your 
budget.

Transform your office and classrooms with hutches, carrels, returns, and risers that will add                                 
new functionality and extra storage to your workspace.  

*Be sure to ask about the options when ordering, since not all options are compatible with all of our furniture. 
Contact dealer for more information.

Upper Work Surface Riser Shelf

The addition of a work surface riser shelf easily adds valuable desktop 
space to any workstation.  The risers height and depth can be 
customized to best fit your work areas needs.  Risers can be made in 
an open design or enclosed for added privacy.  Adding risers not only 
gives you added desk space, it also gives more options for adding 
lighting, power, and data accessories. 

Workstation Returns

Returns are perfect for doubling your work surface without taking up 
a lot of room.  They attach easily to an existing single instructor desk 
to create an L shape configuration.  The return also allows mounting 
of additional under worksurface storage cabinets.


